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The Project steps: 

 
 

  Analysis of Renewable energy certificates market 

 

  Questionnaires to UIC members 

 

  Informal meetings with selected stakeholders 

 

  SWOT analysis of possible methodological options 

 

  Discussion/Workshops 

 

  Final UIC Guidelines. 



Analysis of Renewable energy 
certificates market 



The legal background 

The REC/GO system is more than legal: it is supported by the 

latest EU Directives on renewable energy as a means of 

incentive to renewables and as a way to prove to final customers 

the quality of electricity. 

The inclusion of RECs and Gos into the Corporate Reporting 

(single company level) is accepted by 2 main international 

standards for GHG reporting: Carbon Discloslure Project and 

GHG Protocol + by the specific standard for emission in transport 

services: CEN 16258 



COMPANIES USING RENEWABLE ELECTRICITY 

CERTIFICATES 

”We use renewable energy ourselves and work with our 

industry partners to increase the use of responsibly 

managed renewables.” 

”We have a clear interest in changing to 

renewable energy  and reducing our 

energy usage” 

”The long term direction is for all IKEA Group 

buildings to be supplied with renewable 

energy.”  ”Purchases renewable energy certificates to offset 5% of 

the energy consumed by its North America 

manufacturing locations.” 

”Purchasing electricity generated from 

renewable sources is an important 

component of Cisco’s GHG reduction 

strategy.”  

” We purchased renewable energy credits equal to 20 percent of 

the electricity for company-operated stores in the U.S. and 

Canada.” 

SGS signed a contract in December 2011 with …. 

ECOHZ, to purchase renewable energy certificates 

each year that correspond to 100% of our trend 

electricity consumption in European countries. 

http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://euclid.ucc.ie/appliedmath/murphys2008/Heineken.jpg&imgrefurl=http://euclid.ucc.ie/appliedmath/murphys2008/murphys2008.htm&h=300&w=400&sz=21&tbnid=d85qAIel_N1ntM:&tbnh=93&tbnw=124&prev=/images?q=heineken&usg=__1nXPll2wBtrUL8SqhECDcMBQ_zA=&ei=UtGUS5yLJdfPjAfaqJCACw&sa=X&oi=image_result&resnum=7&ct=image&ved=0CCUQ9QEwBg
http://www.thecocacolacompany.com/index.html
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/hmpgs/index.html


Transactions of EECS certificates during 

2001 – 2012 (MWh)  
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Almost 30% of the electricity produced by renewable sources in Europe 





To give some examples (prices for 2013 in the wholesale market)  in Euro 

per certificate (1 MWh):  

• GO based on hydro installation older than 12 years without any further 

specification (commodity product): 0.16-0.20 €  

• GO based on hydro installation less than 6 years old: 1.8 €  

• GO from Norwegian wind power: 0.6-0.7 € 

 

Prices in the end customer market are significantly higher, up to 4-6 Euro 

for specific products/ecolabels with thorough documentation. There is in fact 

a tendency in the market to pay more attention to the “quality” of electric 

power, guaranteed by disclosure certificates.   

 

As a comparison, the current average gross prices of electric power in 

Europe for non-household use (source: Eurostat, year 2012) are 

considerably higher: they go from a maximum of  227.9 Euro/MWh 

(consumption up to 20 MWh) to a minimum of 103.7 Euro/MWh 

(consumption between 70-150 GWh).  



ESTIMATED ANNUAL VOLUNTARY SALES IN U.S. BY 

MARKET SECTOR, 2006–2011 

Source: U.S. Department of Energy 











The main models for corporate use of 
renewable energy  
> Direct investment: a company directly invests in on-site renewable 

energy assets and consumes the energy generated. In order for the company 

to claim that the energy consumed is renewable, GO/RECs must be 

withdrawn by the company rather than sold..  

 Power purchase agreement (PPA): The company purchases 
electricity from a specific renewable energy project and the associated 
GO/RECs are produced. 

 Green power procurement: An energy supplier offers the 
purchasing company a guarantee with GO/RECs that its power has been 
produced using a certain percentage of renewable energy..  

 Renewable energy certificate (GO/REC) procurement 

Companies procuring credits from the voluntary market can claim, after   
certificates have been used (cancelled), that they have purchased a 
quantity of renewable energy corresponding to the number of GO/RECs. 
Traders may manage and withdraw the GO/RECs on the company’s 
behalf, or the company may do this in-house.  
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Questionnaires to UIC members 



 

SUSDEF Sent questionnaires in 2013 to 37 UIC/CER 

members: 21 railways replied. 

 

The following railways already used  RECs or GO 

certificates in 2013: 

 

         

VR, SJ, Greencargo, NSB, DSB,  

PKP, OBB, NS, DB and RENFE. 

 
 

      The Questionnaires gave also very useful information 

about the type of electricity mix considered in the national 

methodologies by UIC members 

    

                      





       Electricity mix used by railways 

National Production Mix 
National Consumption Mix 

Railway mix (no RECs) 

National Residual Mix 
Emission factor decided by law 
Railway mix (with RECs) 
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The EES Strategy 2030 Targets and beyond 



Informal meetings with selected 
stakeholders 



     Informal meetings held  

(June 2013- January 2014): 

 
 DB 

 IFEU  

 ADEME (French environment authority) 

 National Authority Energy (Italy) 

 NTM (Scandinavian transport calculator) 

 EEA (European environment agency) 

 IEA (International Energy Agency) 

 EcoHz (provider of GO certificates) 

 EU commission (DG energy)  

 Transport and environment (NGO-Bruxelles) 

 Greenpeace Italy 

 

 



     The meeting with EU Commission (DG Energy) and  European 

Environmental Agency (EEA)  has clarified that: 

 

       Gos should be used purerely as an instrument for the final customer 

and: 

• Shall have no role for the calculation of the Mandatory National Targets 

(EU 2020), where only the physical production is used,  

 

• Shall not be used for the calculation of the EU 2020 Transport Sector 

taget (10% use of renewables in transport at 2020). 

 

• Shall not be used in the EEA official data for transport sector and Post-

Kyoto evaluation 

 

• Only the physical approach will be used. 

 

 

 



     Some skeptic NGOs’ view is that the green certificates system is purely 

a “mind game” potentially generating contradictory messages, without 

creating “additionality” (i.e. new renewable energy installations).  

 
      Doubts are also raised on the possibility of having a certificate exchange 

system which is strongly accurate, reliable and fraud-resistant (risk of 

double-counting) 

 
 Other bodies (like EEA): see the claim of zero emissions from inclusion 

of GO as a “too little effort” from railways side. 

 

 Some NGOs see as “wishful thinking” the possibility of extra revenue 

coming from certificate sales being invested in the installation of plants 

for renewable energy production. 
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Ecopassenger 
 

 

IFEU requests EcoPassenger calculations to use the official 

national electricity mix and consider that this would better highlight 

the rail sectors environmental advantage and prevent accusations 

of ‘green washing’.  
 

Ecotransit: 
 
 
The Methodology Working Group of EcoTransIt World, the CO2 

emissions tool of which UIC, DB Shenker and other railway 

companies are members, decided in April 2014 that only the 

physical electricity mix will be used for calculations  

 



Railway 
operator 

mix 

National 
production 

mix 

(2010 data) 

Warning from International Energy Agency 
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European Railways electricity mix 

 

European railways use almost 30% of renewable electricity, 

with a tremendous increase in the last 5 years 



SWOT analysis of possible 
methodological options 
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STRATEGY 

Moving towards sustainable mobility: 
The EES Strategy for 2030 and beyond 

(voted by UIC and CER at UIC  General Assembly in December 2010) 
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The EES Strategy 2030 Targets and beyond 
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Specific CO2  emissions 1990-2012 trend:  

Passengers: 39.5 g/pkm (-25%)  Freight:17 g/tkm (- 44%) 

(vs. -22% expected linear tendency to 2020) 

PROGRESS TOWARDS TARGETS: SPECIFIC EMISSIONS RECALCULATED 



Input for UIC/CER Methodology 

on 2020-2030  European Railway Sector  

C02 reduction target calculation : 

 

Possible Options : 

 

1) Physical approach (grid-based) 

2) Virtual Approach (market-based) 



 
 Physical Approach, option 1: Calculation using the 

European production mix  

 

 Physical Approach 2, option 2 : Calculation using the 

“National consumption mix” (including physical import/export) 

 

 Virtual Approach, option 1: Calculation using the electricity 

providers’ mix (allowing green electricity procurement and 

Renewable energy certificate procurement/GOs), and 

establishing some “minimum requirements” for quality of 

certificates 

 

 Virtual Approach, option 2: Calculation using all forms of 

certificates, provided they are compliant to the EU directive 

 
 



Calculation using the European production mix  
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SPECIFIC EMISSIONS RECALCULATED: DIFFERENCE WITH TRADITIONAL 
METHOD (FREIGHT) 

Traditional method: 16.7 g/tkm (-47%)  

Recalculated: 17 g/tkm (-44%)  

(vs. -22% expected linear tendency to 2020) 



Calculation using the “National consumption mix” 



Virtual approach, option 1 : estabishing minimum requirements 

 

• Define a threshold limit to the age of the electricity plant ? 

 

• Define a required quantity of investment actually  

going to additional green electricity? 

 

• Define a maximum limit of use by a single railway  

(ex. 30% of the total energy consumption) ? 

 

• Any other ???? 



Calculation using recs with minimum requirements 



Calculation using all kinds of existing recs 



Discussion 



Virtual approach could be less applicable  
for European Sector Target calculation 

 
 
 
 Calculation and Reporting would lack consistency 

and reliability: 

 

1. Some national data would be calculated with 

GO/RECS  

2. Other data (SNCF) would be calculated with 

national law approach (ADEME) 

3. Other data (FS) would be calculated with 

National «Residual mix»  

4. Other data with National Production mix 










